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SLED Contract Vehicles

Please contact Sales for additional or new contract vehicles in your region that list 
Gigamon products and solutions: 1 (408) 831-4025.

NATIONAL
 + GSA Schedule IT 70
 + NASPO ValuePoint Cloud Solutions
 + National IPA
 + The Quilt – National Research and Education Contract

STATE
 + Pennsylvania COSTARS SW
 + CMAS - California Multiple Award Schedule
 + Texas DIR
 + Oklahoma DIR
 + State of Indiana GSA
 + IPHEC - Illinois Public Higher Education Co-Op
 + New Mexico GSA
 + North Carolina ITS 
 + Ohio STS
 + Pennsylvania DGS
 + Minnesota Telecom, Network, Equipment, Maintenance

LOCAL & EDUCATION
 + Fairfax Country IT HW, SW and Services Contract
 + City of Seattle GSA
 + Orange County National IPA Co-Op
 + UVA VASCUPP

About Gigamon
Gigamon is the first company to deliver unified network visibility and analytics 
on all data-in-transit, from raw packets to apps, across physical, virtual and cloud 
infrastructure. We aggregate, transform and analyze network traffic to solve for critical 
performance and security needs, including rapid threat detection and response, freeing 
your organization to drive digital innovation. In short, we enable you to run fast, stay 
secure and innovate. Gigamon has been awarded over 75 technology patents and enjoys 
industry-leading customer satisfaction with more than 3,000 organizations, including 80 
percent of the Fortune 100. Headquartered in Silicon Valley, Gigamon operates globally. 
For the full story on how Gigamon can help you, please visit www.gigamon.com.
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